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Chapter 7

Should Talmy’s motion typology 
be expanded to visual motion?
An investigation into expressions of motion, agentive 
motion, and visual motion in Sidaama (Sidamo)

Kazuhiro Kawachi
National Defense Academy of Japan

This chapter addresses the question of whether or not Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 
2000b) motion typology should be expanded to visual motion (Matsumoto 2001, 
2017; Slobin 2009; Cifuentes-Férez 2014), by examining how Sidaama (Cushitic; 
Ethiopia) expresses (i) self-agentive/non-agentive motion, (ii) agentive motion, 
and (iii) fictive motion along a visual emanation path. It shows that although 
this language closely follows the verb-framed pattern in expressing (i) and (ii), 
it does not do so in expressing (iii), as in many other verb-framed languages. 
A possible reason for this is that (iii) is not conceptualized as a macro-event, 
whereas Talmy’s typology is built on expression patterns of macro-events. 
This study also observes that there are other types of events to which Talmy’s 
typology does not apply, presumably for the same reason: they are not really 
macro-events.

Keywords: fictive motion, macro-event, verb-framed language, visual emanation

1. Introduction

Matsumoto (2001, 2017) notes that the difference between verb-framed and 
satellite-framed languages (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000b), in terms of their patterns of 
expressing self-agentive/non-agentive motion and agentive motion, is usually not 
also found in expressions of fictive motion along a visual emanation path (Talmy 
1996, 2000a) (henceforth, “visual emanation”) (e.g. Chris looked into the hole). 
Although verb-framed languages characteristically use a path-of-motion verb as 
the main verb when expressing self-agentive/non-agentive motion and agentive 
motion, even prototypical ones usually use a verb of looking as the main verb 
and employ a non-main-verb constituent such as an adpositional phrase or a case 
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marker for a path component of visual emanation, exhibiting a head-external cod-
ing pattern in Matsumoto’s (2017) terms, that is, a pattern that is not verb-framed.

This chapter addresses the question of whether or not Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 
2000b) motion typology can be expanded to account for visual motion (Matsumoto 
2001, 2017), by examining how Sidaama, a Highland-East Cushitic language of 
Ethiopia, expresses three types of motion: self-agentive/non-agentive motion, agen-
tive motion, and visual emanation. It shows that although this language closely 
follows the verb-framed pattern in expressing self-agentive/non-agentive motion 
and agentive motion, it does not exhibit this pattern in expressing visual emana-
tion – this is similar to many other verb-framed languages. The present chapter 
proposes that one reason for such a deviation may be that visual emanation is not 
conceptualized as a macro-event, whereas Talmy’s typology applies to expression 
patterns of macro-events, and observes that there are also similar types of events 
for which his typology is irrelevant.

The present chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature. 
Section 3 presents data on motion expression patterns in Sidaama, and Section 4 
analyzes the data. Section 5 discusses issues involving Talmy’s typology and 
macro-events by examining cases where Sidaama does not follow a verb-framed 
pattern. Section 6 concludes the chapter.

2. Literature review

According to Talmy (2000b: 215–216), the cognitive process of event integration is 
the conceptual integration or conflation of an event as unitary that, more analyti-
cally, might be conceptualized as complex. This process emerges in language as the 
expression of an event in a single clause that, more analytically, could be expressed 
by means of a more complex syntactic structure. He argues that although languages 
can differ as to what can be conceptualized as a single event and what can be ex-
pressed in a single clause, there is a class of events that could be conceptualized as 
separate events, but tend to be recurrently conceptualized as unitary events and 
expressed in single clauses across languages. Talmy investigates patterns expressing 
a macro-event (e.g. a motion macro-event), consisting of a framing event (i.e. a 
main event; e.g. motion along a path) and a co-event (i.e. a subordinate event; e.g. 
manner of motion, means of causation). In his view, the framing event is made 
up of (i) the figure entity, (ii) an activating process (transition or fixity; the fact of 
(translational) motion in the case of a motion macro-event), (iii) an association 
function (the most schematic component of the framing event; the path of motion 
in the case of a motion macro-event), and (iv) the ground entity, the last two of 
which constitute the core schema.
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Talmy classifies languages into two major types, verb-framed languages and 
satellite-framed languages (henceforth, “V-languages” and “S-languages”, respec-
tively), depending on how they express the association function and the co-event 
(for example, a manner of motion in the case of a motion event). V-languages and 
S-languages characteristically use different sets of grammatical categories, as shown 
in Table 1 (Kawachi 2016: 6).

Table 1. Rough synopsis of Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 2000b) typology of event integration

Typological type  Event component

Association function (core-schematic 
component of framing event)

Co-event

Verb-framed languages main verb root adverbial, non-main verb

Satellite-framed languages satellite main verb root

Talmy claims that the two types of languages exhibit two different patterns of ex-
pressing the components of macro-events across the following five event domains: 
motion (specifically, translational motion), state change, realization, temporal con-
touring (aspect), and action correlating. The present study focuses on motion.

In Talmy’s typology, which deals with complex events where the figure goes 
through a change with respect to the ground during a certain time period, motion is 
restricted to complex translational motion, where the figure entity changes its loca-
tion relative to the ground entity across time with an accompaniment of a co-event, 
and does not include self-contained motion (e.g. rotation, oscillation, dilation) 
(Talmy 2000b: 26, 228–229), where the figure entity does not change its relative 
location in space “at a certain larger scope of granularity” (Talmy 2000b: 228). 
Thus, Talmy’s typology is meant to apply to complex translational motion, i.e. to 
motion macro-events, whose framing event is the figure object’s translational mo-
tion relative to the ground object as time progresses and whose most schematic 
component is the path of motion along which the figure object travels, but not to 
self-contained motion, which is not conceptualized as a macro-event consisting of 
a framing event and a co-event.

Talmy does not discuss whether or not fictive motion can be included in his 
typology. However, it is interesting to inquire whether or not it can be expanded to 
encompass fictive motion, especially those fictive motion events where a fictively 
moving entity is described as if it were performing translational motion.

There are two types of fictive motion involving vision for which languages 
often use verbs of looking (Talmy 1996, 2000a; Matsumoto 2001, 2017). One is the 
lateral motion of the line of sight, and the other is fictive motion along a visual em-
anation path. The lateral motion of the line of sight involves a change in the visual 
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fixation point or focal point or a change in the line of sight between the viewer’s 
eyes and the visual fixation point (e.g. Pat looked up from the book). In this type of 
visual motion, as the direction of sight shifts, the viewer’s eyeballs, head, or both 
actually move, though his/her physical location with respect to the visual fixation 
point remains constant, and this movement is reflected in the visual motion. Thus, 
despite the term “the lateral motion of the line of sight”, the figure object may be the 
visual fixation point or the line of sight. In either case, the motion is constrained 
by the viewer’s eyes, and could be regarded as involving (partial) rotation around 
the viewer’s eyes, with the eyes being a fixed central ground object – rotation is a 
type of not translational motion but self-contained motion. On the other hand, in a 
visual emanation event, the figure entity (the viewer’s visual probe or an unspecified 
or unspecifiable entity) fictively emanates from the eyes, and moves from the eyes 
as a source of motion (via a medium) to the visual target as a goal of motion (e.g. 
Alex looked through the window into the room). Hence, this type of motion could 
be regarded as a truly fictive type of translational motion. Therefore, because of 
the indeterminacy of the figure object in the lateral motion of the line of sight and 
a possible analysis of it as an instance of self-contained motion, the present study 
does not deal with this type of visual motion but focuses on visual emanation, and 
investigates whether Talmy’s motion typology can apply to fictive motion along a 
visual emanation path.

Matsumoto (2001, 2017) compares expressions for the three types of motion, 
self-agentive/non-agentive motion, agentive motion, and visual emanation, across 
languages, and finds that while V-languages exhibit their characteristic pattern 
in expressing self-agentive/non-agentive motion the most frequently, and in ex-
pressing agentive motion the next most frequently, they usually deviate from their 
characteristic pattern in expressing visual emanation – for this type of motion, 
they normally use a verb of looking rather than a path-of-motion verb as a main 
verb, and express path with a constituent that is not a main verb, for example, an 
adposition.

On the other hand, based on data on expressions used for visual emanation 
events (“visual path expressions” in his term) in English, Russian, Spanish, and 
Turkish, Slobin (2009) claims that although languages differ in the complexity of 
visual paths that they express because of different “habits of thinking for speaking”, 
they extend the typologically characteristic construction types that they use in the 
domain of motion to that of vision (also, Gruber 1967). Slobin (2009: 199) even 
states that “[t]he conceptual and linguistic equation of physical and visual paths 
seems to be universal”. Cifuentes-Férez (2014) compares the constructions used 
to describe visual emanation events in an English novel and those in its Spanish 
translation, and finds a parallelism between their typological differences in the 
domain of motion and those in that of vision. However, it is not known how 
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genealogically different and geographically distant languages from these languages 
express visual emanation events or whether Slobin’s and Cifuentes-Férez’s findings 
can apply to them.

The present author (Kawachi 2012, 2018) found that Sidaama exhibits prop-
erties characteristic of V-languages in expressing motion events, but presented no 
data on its expressions on visual motion events. Thus, the present study examines 
whether such a prototypical V-language follows or deviates from the V-language 
pattern in expressing visual emanation, and it asks why any deviation might occur 
if it does; it also investigates why by looking at other cases where Sidaama does not 
display the V-language pattern.

3. Data

3.1 Profile of Sidaama and morphemes used for motion events

Sidaama belongs to the Highland-East branch of the Cushitic language family 
(Kawachi 2007, 2012, 2020, forthcoming). It is spoken in the Sidaama Zone, whose 
capital, Hawassa, is located 273 km south of Addis Ababa by road. According to 
the 2007 Ethiopian Census (2007 Ethiopian census, first draft, Ethiopian Central 
Statistical Agency), the 2005 population of the Sidaama people was 2,966,377.

The Sidaama case system is accusative. Its word order is predominantly SOV, 
and it uses suffixation, suprafixation, or both. The dative-locative case suffix marks 
the location of an object or an event (-te for Unmodified feminine nouns, -ho for 
Unmodified masculine nouns, and -ra for Modified nouns) (here, “Modified” means 
“modified by a noun modifier, accompanied by the possessive pronominal suffix, 
or both”) (with locational nouns, the ablative-instrumental-locative-manner suffix 
-nni is used to express the location of an object or an event). For the goal of motion, 
the accusative-oblique case suprafix, which occurs as a high pitch on the final vowel 
segment of the stem, is used when the noun is a feminine noun or an Unmodified 
masculine noun, whereas the allative case suffix -ra is used when the noun is a 
Modified masculine or proper masculine noun or a locational noun. For the source 
of motion, the ablative-instrumental-locative-manner suffix -nni is used.1

1. Thus, -nni is the ablative or instrumental suffix when attached to a noun phrase, is the 
locative suffix when attached to a locational noun, and is the manner suffix in the integrated 
sub-construction of the temporal overlap construction in (5b) (or the suffix for ‘while’ in its 
non-integrated sub-construction), where it immediately follows a verb with the infinitive suffix. 
It also has several other functions.
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When used as a main verb, the verb root must be accompanied either by the 
subject person-number(-gender) suffix (also, the gender suffix in the case of the 
first person) and one of the aspectual or mood suffixes to constitute a finite verb 
form in this language. Both the aspectual and mood suffixes have different forms 
depending on the person-number(-gender) of the subject. Non-finite verb forms 
carry the connective converb suffix -e or the infinitive suffix -a as well as the subject 
person-number(-gender) suffix.

Sidaama verbs that are used for components of motion events are listed in (1)–
(3).2 (1) lists path-of-motion verbs. Some of the agentive path-of-motion verbs in 
(1b) are derived from their self-agentive/non-agentive counterparts. (2) and (3) list 
verbs for manner of motion and means of causation (agentive cause), respectively.

 (1) Path-of-motion verbs
  a. Self-agentive/non-agentive path-of-motion verbs
   dirr- ‘descend’, ful- ‘exit; ascend’, ɡoddiɗ- ‘move up along a slope’, e’- ‘enter’, 

sa’- ‘pass (over, by, across)’, iill- ‘arrive’, tais- ‘cross’, hiɡ- ‘return, turn, 
move via’, šikk’i y- ‘approach’, do- ‘move around (a relatively small circle)’, 
ɡanɡaab- ‘move around (a relatively large circle)’, ub- ‘fall’, da- ‘come’, 
haɗ- ‘leave and go’, mar- ‘go and arrive’

  b. Agentive path-of-motion verbs
   ka-i-s- [rise-ep-caus-] ‘move up, lift’ (< ka’- ‘rise, stand up’), dirr-i-s- 

[descend-ep-caus-] ‘move down’, fu-šš- [exit-caus-] ‘take out’ (< ful- ‘exit’), 
ee-ss- [enter-ep-caus-] ‘put in’ (< e’- ‘enter’), sa-i-s- [pass-ep-caus-] ‘cause 
to pass’ (< sa’- ‘pass’), iill-i-š- [arrive-ep-caus-] ‘cause to arrive’, tais-i-s- 
[cross-ep-caus-] ‘cause to cross’, do-i-s- [move.around-ep-caus-] ‘sur-
round’, šikk’i ass- ‘cause to move a little’, k’ol- ‘cause to turn, direct, return, 
cause to move via’, šorr- ‘chase away’, wor- ‘put’, duk- ‘lift and load on some-
one’s shoulder or head’ (middle voice form: duk-k’- [lift.and.load-mid-] 
‘lift and load on one’s own shoulder or head’), baiɗ- ‘lift and load on one’s 
own back’, aɗ- ‘get hold of (for oneself)’, haaɗ- ‘cause to move away from 
a place’, abb- ‘bring (to the deictic center)’, ma-ss- [go.and.arrive-caus-] 
‘take (away from the deictic center to another location)’, ha’r-i-s- [go.and.
leave-caus-] ‘cause to leave and go’ (< haɗ- ‘leave and go’)

2. Some of the forms in (1)–(3) are idiomatic verb complexes made up of y- ‘say’ or ass- ‘do’ and 
an element preceding one of these verbs, which is meaningless by itself. There are many pairs 
of such idiomatic expressions with y- ‘say’ and ass- ‘do’ that contrast in transitivity, for example, 
the intransitive verb complex šikk’i y- ‘approach’ and its transitive counterpart šikk’i ass- ‘cause 
to move a little’.
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 (2) Manner-of-motion verbs (self-agentive/non-agentive)
  ɡonɡo’m- ‘roll’, buub- ‘fly’, kubb- ‘jump’, dod- ‘run’, daak- ‘swim’, k’aaf- ‘walk, take 

steps, step over’, boɗɗ- ‘crawl’, sur- ‘creep’, širri y- ‘slide’, ɡušooš-am- [pull-pass-] 
‘walk slowly (purposefully or naturally)’, tirat- ‘walk slowly (because of a certain 
reason)’, buraak’- ‘run fast happily’, ɡaɡɡab- ‘stagger’, din- ‘limp’, lečč’i (lečč’i) 
y- ‘walk tiredly’, rak- ‘hurry’, ariffat- ‘hurry’, ǰawaat- ‘hurry’, muddam- ‘hurry’, 
sasafam- ‘hurry (often, in doing an unexpected activity)’, winam- ‘hurry’, 
 beellam- ‘hurry’, huunfam- ‘hurry’

 (3) Means-of-causation verbs (agentive cause verbs)
  ol- ‘throw (over a relatively long distance)’, tuɡ- ‘throw (over a relatively short 

distance)’, ɡan- ‘hit, kick’, t’iib- ‘push’, ɡušooš- ‘pull’, hiikk’- ‘break (transitive)’, 
uffi ass- ‘blow (transitive)’

In addition to these, Sidaama also has manner+ path verbs: ɡidd- ‘climb up’, luut’- 
‘pass through a narrow space with difficulty’. For a manner of agentive motion, 
the causativized form of a manner verb is used (e.g. ɡonɡo’m-i-s- [roll-ep-caus-] 
‘cause to roll’).

Sidaama has locational nouns, given in (4), which are mainly used to specify 
path conformations.

 (4) Locational nouns
  ɡiddo ‘inside’, ɡobba ‘outside’, aana/iima ‘top, aboveness’, ale ‘upperness’, 

woro ‘lowerness, belowness’, alba ‘beforeness, front’, baɗɗe ‘back’, duumba 
‘behindness’, hoode ‘behindness (following the ground entity)’, ɡura ‘left’, 
k’iniite ‘right’, mereero ‘betweenness, middle, center’, mule ‘nearness’,  hundaa 
‘near-and-under-ness’, raɡa ‘vicinity, direction’, wido ‘direction, side, way- 
beyondness’, eella ‘bottom’

Most of these locational nouns are often followed by a non-finite form (a connective 
converb with -e, discussed in Section 3.2) of one of the verbs of turning (intransitive: 
hiɡ-, transitive: k’ol-) (e.g. alé-e hiɡ-ɡ-e [upperness-lv turn-3sg.f-cnn], alé-e k’ol-t-e 
[upperness-lv cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn]). Their short forms look like adverbs 
with person-number(-gender) inflection (e.g. aléeɡ-ɡ-e [turn.upward-3sg.f-cnn], 
aléeɡ-i-s-s-e [turn.upward-ep-caus-3sg.f-cnn]).

Sidaama has a limited number of verbs of looking: la’- ‘look, see’, daa’at- ‘look 
carefully (at something new/abnormal/unexpected/astonishing, etc.)’, ɡeek’- ‘stare 
(often in anger)’, č’aakk’i y- [(meaningless) say-] ‘look back to glance’. The verb 
la’- is the basic verb of looking, and the other three are verbs for special ways of 
looking. (Examples for visual motion in the present chapter use only la’-, but the 
other three verbs could be used in any of them instead because they behave the 
same as la’- syntactically except that č’aakk’i y- cannot be used in the construction 
in (25) in the sense of visual perception.)
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3.2 Multiple-verb constructions in Sidaama

Sidaama has two multi-verb constructions, the temporal sequence construction in 
(5a) and the temporal overlap construction in (5b), which can be used to describe 
motion macro-events.3

 (5) a. Temporal sequence construction: V1-pers/num(/gend)-e V2 (finite)
  b. Temporal overlap construction: V1-pers/num(/gend)-a-nni V2 (finite)

In either construction in (5), the converb or subordinate verb (henceforth “V1”) 
and the main verb (V2 or later; henceforth “V2”, because it is typically V2) must 
share the same subject, and V1 normally precedes V2.4 V1 in each construction is 
non-finite in that it normally cannot be used as the only verb of a sentence. In the 
temporal sequence construction, V1 (a connective converb) is accompanied by 
the subject person-number(-gender) suffix and the connective converb suffix -e, 
as in (5a). In the temporal overlap construction, V1 is accompanied by the subject 
person-number( gender) suffix, the infinitive suffix -a, and the ablative-instrumental- 
locative-manner suffix -nni, as in (5b). (6) gives self-agentive motion examples.

 (6) íse
3sg.f.nom

(a)

(b)

tulló-te
mountain-gen.f

dod-d-e
run-3sg.f-cnn

dod-d-á-nni
run-3sg.f-inf-ailm

‘She ran upward to the top of the mountain.’

aan-í-ra
top-gen.m.mod-all

ful-t-inó.
ascend-3sg.f-d.prf.3

3. According to Haspelmath’s (1995) criteria, V1 of neither construction is a good instance of a 
converb because it carries the subject person-number(-gender) suffix. Nevertheless, the present 
study treats V1s of both constructions as converbs, as is often done in the literature on other East 
Cushitic languages (e.g. Banti 2007).

4. If V1 and V2 have different subject noun phrases, the constructions take the forms in (i), 
where =nna means ‘and’ or ‘while’. In (i–a), the vowel of the connective converb suffix -e is 
lengthened. In these constructions, two (or more in the case of (i–a)) clauses are combined.

 (i) a. Temporal sequence construction:
   V1-pers/num(/gend)-e-e=nna V2 (finite)
  b. Temporal overlap construction:
   V1-pers/num(/gend)-a=nna V2 (finite)
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In fact, these constructions each have sub-constructions. When used to de-
scribe motion events, as in (6), they are syntactically relatively integrated in that 
the two verbs form a superordinate verbal core. They each have less integrated 
sub-constructions, where two or more verbs are combined to constitute a clause.

The less integrated sub-construction of the temporal sequence construction is 
used to describe sequential actions, ‘Event 1, and then Event 2’, as in (7) and (8). In 
this case, a causal or enablement relationship is, though not entailed, often inferred 
between the actions. More than two verbs can be connected, as in (9), where the 
three actions occur sequentially: ‘Event 1, Event 2, and then Event 3’.

(7) íse daɡ-ɡ-i-te ofoll-i-t-inó.
  3sg.f.nom come-3sg.f-ep-cnn sit-ep-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She came, and sat down.’

(8) íse waalčó fan-t-e e’-’-inó.
  3sg.f.nom door.ao open-3sg.f-cnn enter-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She opened the door, and entered.’

(9) íse waalčó fan-t-e e’-’-e ofoll-i-t-inó.
  3sg.f.nom door.ao open-3sg.f-cnn enter-3sg.f-cnn sit-ep-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She opened the door, entered, and sat down.’

The less integrated sub-construction of the temporal overlap construction is used 
to express an event complex where Event 1 has temporal duration and temporally 
overlaps with Event 2: ‘While Event 1 is happening, Event 2 happens’. When Event 
2 has no temporal duration, or has a shorter duration than Event 1, it is temporally 
included in Event 1, as in (10).

(10) íse sirb-i-t-á-nni hant’iššiɗ-ɗ-inó.
  3sg.f.nom sing-ep-3sg.f-inf-ailm sneeze-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘While singing, she sneezed.’

When the temporal sequence and the temporal overlap constructions are used for 
motion macro-events, the two event components are expressed in an integrated way 
unlike when these constructions are used for separate events – the two event com-
ponents are interpreted as occurring concurrently, and lasting for the same period 
of time. If a temporal adverbial is used in the more integrated temporal sequence 
sub-construction, as used for a motion macro-event (e.g. (6)), it must have scope 
over the two verbs (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007), unlike when the less integrated tem-
poral sequence sub-construction is used for separate events (e.g. (7), (8)), in which 
case a different temporal adverbial could modify each of the two verbs. When the 
more integrated temporal overlap construction is used for a motion macro-event, 
the co-event expressed with a V1 does not occur for longer than the motion along 
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the path expressed with V2; rather, the two events occur concurrently with each 
other, unlike when the less integrated temporal overlap sub-construction is used for 
separate events (e.g. (10)), in which case the event expressed by V2 occurs during 
the period of time when the event expressed by V1 is happening.

3.3 Patterns of expressing self-agentive/non-agentive 
motion and agentive motion events in Sidaama

Motion events as macro-events whose co-event is a manner of motion (e.g. (6)) or a 
means of causation are usually expressed with the temporal sequence construction 
or the temporal overlap construction, where V1 expresses a manner of motion or 
a means of causation and V2 is a path-of-motion verb. Thus, both constructions 
follow the V-language pattern.

3.3.1 Motion events with a manner of motion as a co-event
Both multi-verb constructions can also be used for self-agentive/non-agentive mo-
tion events and agentive motion events whose co-event is a manner of motion, as in 
(6), (11), and (12). There is usually a subtle difference in meaning between the two 
constructions that can be used for the same motion event with a manner of motion 
as its co-event. According to my consultants, the temporal overlap construction 
(e.g. (6b), (11b), (12b)) emphasizes the continuation of the manner of motion more 
than the temporal sequence construction (e.g. (6a), (11a), (12a)).

 (11)5 kínč-u
rock-nom.m

(a)

(b)

balé-te
hole-gen.f

�on�o’m-ø-e
roll-3sg.m-cnn

�on�o’m-ø-á-nni
roll-3sg.m-inf-ailm

‘�e rock rolled into the hole (Lit. entered to the inside of the hole,
rolling).’

�iddó-ra
inside-all

e’-ø-inó.
enter-3sg.m-d.prf.3

5. Strictly speaking, the literal meanings of (11a) and (11b) are different. The literal meaning 
of (11a) is ‘The rock rolled and entered to the inside of the hole’, whereas the literal meaning of 
(11b) is ‘The rock entered to the inside of the hole (while/in the manner of) rolling’.
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 (12) íse
3sg.f.nom

ee-ss-i-t-inó.
enter-caus-ep-3sg.f-d.prf.3

(a)

(b)

kinčó
rock.ao

�on�o’m-i-š-š-e
roll-ep-caus-3sg.f-cnn

�on�o’m-i-š-š-á-nni
roll-ep-caus-3sg.f-inf-ailm

‘She rolled the rock into the hole (Lit. to the inside of the hole).’

balé-te
hole-gen.f

�iddó-ra
inside-all

The two multi-verb constructions in (6), (11), and (12) each exhibit the V-language 
pattern – the path is expressed in the main verb root (ful- ‘ascend’ in (6); e’- ‘enter’ 
in (11); ee-ss- [enter-caus-] ‘cause to enter’ in (12)), and is also expressed by the 
allative case suffix -ra on the locational noun (aana ‘top’ in (6); ɡiddo ‘inside’ in 
(11) and (12)), which is modified by the goal noun phrase, while the co-event is ex-
pressed with a converb (dod-d-e in (6a); dod-d-á-nni in (6b); ɡonɡo’m-ø-e in (11a); 
ɡonɡo’m-ø-a-nni in (11b); ɡonɡo’m-i-š-š-e in (12a); ɡonɡo’m-i-š-š-á-nni in (12b)).

3.3.2 Motion events with a means of causation as a co-event
Motion events whose co-event is a means of causation (a cause of agentive motion) 
are agentive motion events by definition – they can be neither self-agentive nor 
non-agentive. The two multi-verb constructions can also be used for such events. 
The temporal sequence construction can be used for an event with a means of onset 
causation as its co-event, as in (13) and (14a). The temporal overlap construction 
can also be used for an event with a cause of extended causation (i.e. one that occurs 
continuously or repeatedly) as its co-event, as in (14b).

(13) íse kaasé balé-te ɡiddó-ra ol-t-e
  3sg.f.nom ball.ao hole-gen.f inside-all throw-3sg.f-cnn

ee-ss-i-t-inó.
enter-caus-ep-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She threw the ball into the hole (Lit. to the inside of the hole, and caused it to enter).’

 (14) 

íse
3sg.f.nom

(a)

(b)
kaasé
ball.ao

�an-t-e
hit-3sg.f-cnn

�an-t-á-nni
hit-3sg.f-inf-ailm

‘She kicked the ball across the �eld (by kicking it (a) one time / (b) multiple
times).’

t’awó
�eld.ao

tais-i-s-s-inó.
cross-ep-caus-3sg.f-d.prf.3
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(13) and (14) also display the V-language pattern – the path is expressed in the main 
verb root (ee-ss- [enter-caus-] ‘cause to enter’ in (13); tais-i-s- [cross-ep-caus-] 
‘cause to cross’ in (14)) in addition to the case suffix on the noun in the goal phrase 
(the allative suffix -ra) and the locational noun (ɡiddo ‘inside’ in (13)), while the 
co-event (a means of causation) is expressed with a converb (ol-t-e in (13); ɡan-t-e 
in (14a); ɡan-t-á-nni in (14b)).

Regardless of the type of co-event, when the vector is TO (e.g. (6), (11), (12), 
(13)), it is very common to use one of the connective converb forms of the intran-
sitive verb of turning hiɡ- (for self-agentive/non-agentive motion) or the transitive 
verb of turning k’ol- (for agentive motion) immediately after a goal noun phrase, 
so that three verbs then occur in a row in a single sentence. Importantly, even in 
such cases, the main verb is a path-of-motion verb.

3.4 Patterns of expressing visual emanation events in Sidaama

In expressing visual emanation, Sidaama usually uses a verb of looking as a main 
verb. Constructions used for visual emanation events involving the vector TO 
are first illustrated with examples from a video description experiment and from 
interview-based elicitations.6 The most common pattern of expressing what seems 
to be visual emanation with the vector TO is one in which one of the verbs of turn-
ing (intransitive: hiɡ-, transitive: k’ol-, usually with its object illé ‘eye (ao)’ optionally 
accompanied by the pronominal for the perceiver (e.g. illé-se [eye.ao-3sg.f.poss])) 
is used in its connective converb form to express the lateral motion of the line of 
sight, while a verb of looking as the main verb must follow in order to express the 
fact of visual perception (in parallel with Talmy’s term, “the fact of motion,” as one 
of the motion event components; see Section 2). Generally, the intransitive verb of 
turning, hiɡ-, is used when the perceiver directs their whole body in a particular 
direction, whereas the transitive verb of turning, k’ol-, is used when the perceiver

6. In the experiment, which was conducted as part of the NINJAL-Kobe project on motion event 
descriptions (PI: Yo Matsumoto), I had 14 native speakers of Sidaama describe three video clips 
(as part of a 51 video-clip experiment), where a woman looks into a house; the three video clips 
differ in terms of deixis: ‘toward the speaker’, ‘away from the speaker’, and deictically neutral. The 
frequencies of the constructions used are as follows (the numbers in the square brackets indicate 
token counts): (i) the construction with a converb form of k’ol- (50% [21]), (ii) the construction 
with a converb form of hiɡ- (7.1% [3]), (iii) the construction with an adverbial made up of a 
locational noun and a converb form of k’ol- (2.4% [1]), (iv) the construction with a noun phrase 
with the allative suffix (2.4% [1]), (v) the verb of looking la’- is used, but the path is not expressed 
(31% [13]), (vi) the event is not treated as a visual event (7.1% [3]).
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directs their eyes in a particular direction. In this construction, hiɡ- may be used 
even for cases where neither the perceiver’s posture nor the direction of their sight 
changes, but only the visual emanation is fictively depicted. The use of hiɡ- in this 
construction is more common than that of k’ol-. Examples are given in (15)–(17).

(15) min-ú ɡiddó-ra hiɡ-ɡ-e la’-’-ú.
  house-gen.m inside-all turn-3sg.f-cnn look-3sg.f-r.prf.3

  ‘She looked into the house.’ (Lit. ‘She turned to the inside of the house, and 
looked.’)  (A9-50, Subject 12)

(16) … beétto min-ú ɡiddó-ra k’ol-t-e
    child.nom.f house-gen.m inside-all cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn

la’-’-á-nni no.
look-3sg.f-inf-ailm come.to.exist.d.prf.3

  ‘… the girl is looking into the house.’ (Lit. ‘… the girl directs (her eyes) to the 
inside of the house, and is looking.’)7  (A9-51, Subject 1)

(17) íse min-í-se ɡiddo heeɗ-ɗ-e
  3sg.f.nom house-gen.m-3sg.f.poss inside.loc stay/be-3sg.f-cnn

ɡobbá-ra hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e la’-’-inó.
outside-all turn-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She was in her house, turned outside, and looked.’

In this construction, different case forms of any of the locational nouns in (4) can 
occur to indicate visual path components, as in (18). (As in (18d) (and (21)), hiɡ- 
and k’ol- mean ‘move via’ and ‘cause to move via’, respectively, when accompanying a 
locational noun with its final vowel lengthened and with the ablative-instrumental- 
locative-manner suffix. Only a locational noun with its final vowel lengthened, 
without the ablative-instrumental-locative-manner suffix, may be used to express 
the same notion, as in ɡiddo-ó, as in (18d).)

7. In (15), la’- is in the progressive. In the Sidaama progressive construction, a distant per-
fect form of the state-change existential verb follows an infinitive verb with the subject 
person-number(-gender) suffix and -nni. This construction is also used in (22) and (24).
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 (18) íse
3sg.f.nom

(c)

(d)

lamé
two.f.gen

�ir�idd-ú
wall-gen.m

hi�-�-e/k’ol-t-e
turn/move.via-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn/move.via-3sg.f-cnn

la’-’-inó.
look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

(a)

(b)

al-í-ra/wor-í-ra
upperness-gen.m-all/lowerness-gen.m-all

(a) ‘She looked upward/downward.’

ané
1sg.gen

hakk’iččo
tree(gen.f.mod)

t’ullo
hole(gen.f.mod)

wid-í-ra
direction-gen.m-all

mereer-i-ra
betweenness-gen.m-all

�iddo-ó/�iddo-ó-nni
inside-lv/inside-lv-ailm

(b) ‘She looked in my direction.’
(c) ‘She looked between the two trees.’
(d) ‘She looked through the hole in the wall.’

The verb of looking la’- can also take an object noun phrase referring to a stimulus 
that is located on the path expressed by the allative case suffix, as in (19).

(19) íse balé-te ɡiddó-ra
  3sg.f.nom hole-gen.f inside-all

hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e beettó la’-’-inó.
turn-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn child.ao look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She looked at the child in the hole.’ (Lit. ‘She turned to the inside of the hole, 
and looked at the child.’)

The construction with hiɡ- or k’ol- can also be used for the vector combination 
FROM-TO (e.g. (20)) or for the vector VIA (e.g. (21)).

(20) íse min-í-se ɡiddó-nni ɡobbá-ra
  3sg.f.nom house-gen.m-3sg.f.poss inside-ailm outside-all

hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e isó la’-’-inó.
turn-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn 3sg.m.ao look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She turned from the inside of her house to the outside, and looked at him.’8

8. In order to express the same event as that expressed in (20), an expression that does not 
seem to involve only fictive motion may be used, as in (i):
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(21) ísi hutt’-ú t’ullo ɡiddo-ó-nni
  3sg.m.nom hedge-gen.m opening(gen.f.mod) inside-lv-ailm

hiɡ-ø-e/k’ol-ø-e mančó
move.via-3sg.m-cnn/cause.to.move.via-3sg.m-cnn person.ao
la’-ø-inó.
look-3sg.m-d.prf.3

  ‘He looked through the opening in the hedge at the person.’ (Lit. ‘He turned 
via the inside of the opening of the hedge, and looked at the person.’)

The type of motion expressed by hiɡ- or k’ol- in this construction could be inter-
preted as part of a visual emanation event or as an event of the lateral motion of 
the line of sight. Thus, it is not clear whether an event expressed with such a con-
struction is conceptualized as an instance of visual emanation or as an instance of 
a combination of the lateral motion of the line of sight and visual emanation.

This construction normally requires one of the verbs of turning. Nevertheless, 
these verbs can be omitted to form a construction with la’- and a goal noun phrase, 
which seems to express visual emanation, as in (22) and (23), though this construc-
tion is only marginally acceptable in informal speech, according to my consultants.

(22) … min-í-ra la’-’-á-nni no.
    house-gen.m-all look-3sg.f-inf-ailm come.to.exist.d.prf.3

  ‘… she is looking into the house.’ (Lit. ‘… she is looking to the house.’) 
   (A9-50, Subject 14)

(23) íse ɡobbá-ra (hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e)
  3sg.f.nom outside-all (turn-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn)

la’-’-inó.
look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She looked outside.’ (Lit. with hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e: ‘She turned to the outside, and 
looked.’/without hiɡ ɡ e/k’ol-t-e: ‘She looked to the outside.’)

In Sidaama, an adverbial can be used with person-number(-gender) inflection 
formed with a locational noun to express the direction of visual emanation, with-
out specifying a ground object, as in (24), where ɡiddooɡis-s-é ‘inward’ is another 
form of ɡíddo k’ol-t-e [inside cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn].

(i) íse min-í-se ɡiddo heeɗ-ɗ-e isó
  3sg.f.nom house-gen.m.mod-3sg.f.poss inside.loc stay/be-3sg.f-cnn 3sg.m.ao

la’-’-inó.
look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She was in her house, and looked at him.’
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(24) … ɡiddooɡis-s-é la’-’-á-nni no.
    inward-3sg.f-cnn look-3sg.f-inf-ailm come.to.exist.d.prf.3

  ‘… she is looking inward.’  (A9-50, Subject 1)

Sidaama also has another expression that is restricted to the vector VIA, specifically 
the ‘across’ path, where the verb of crossing, tais-, in one of its connective converb 
forms is followed by a verb of looking as the main verb, as in (25). As indicated 
in the two translations for (25), this construction is ambiguous between the inter-
pretation of visual perception without the perceiver’s physical motion and that of 
the perceiver’s physical motion followed by visual perception. If the verb is any 
motion verb other than tais-, the sentence has only the literal interpretation of the 
perceiver’s physical motion followed by visual perception.

(25) ísi dooɡó tais-ø-e la’-ø-inó.
  3sg.m.nom road.ao cross-3sg.m-cnn look-3sg.m-d.prf.3

  ‘He looked across the road.’ (Lit. and also interpreted as: ‘He crossed the road, 
and looked.’)

Thus, both for visual emanation and for a combination of the lateral motion of 
the line of sight and visual emanation, Sidaama usually uses the temporal se-
quence construction whose main verb is a verb of looking. Nevertheless, Sidaama 
also has yet another idiomatic construction (e.g. (26)), where the verb for tossing 
(also, dropping and pushing) is used as the main verb taking ille ‘eye’ optionally 
accompanied by the pronominal for the perceiver (e.g. illé-se eye.ao-3sg.f.poss) 
as its object.

(26) íse illé min-ú ɡiddó-ra
  3sg.f.nom eye.ao house-gen.m inside-all

(hiɡ-ɡ-e/k’ol-t-e) tuɡ-ɡ-inó.
turn-3sg.f-cnn/cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn toss-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She looked into the house.’ (Lit. ‘She tossed her eye to the inside of the house.’)

Similar to the construction whose main verb is la’-, the construction with tuɡ- ex-
presses visual path components with different case forms of the locational nouns 
in (4), as in (27). However, unlike the construction with la’-, this construction uses 
one of the verbs of turning only optionally and in a limited way – neither verb of 
turning can be used for the VIA vector (e.g. (27d)). Also unlike the construction 
with la’-, this construction is incompatible with the FROM vector.
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 (27) íse
3sg.m.nom

(c)

(d)

amé
two.f.gen

�ir�idd-ú
wall-gen.m

tu�-�-inó.
look-3sg.f-d.prf.3

(a)

(b)

al-í-ra/wor-í-ra
upperness-gen.m-all/lowerness-gen.m-all

(a) ‘She looked upward/downward.’

ané
1sg.gen

hakk’iččo
tree(gen.f.mod)

t’ullo
hole(gen.f.mod)

wid-í-ra
direction-gen.m-all

mereer-í-ra
betweenness-gen.m-all

�iddo-ó/�iddo-ó-nni
inside-lv/inside-lv-ailm

(b) ‘She looked in my direction.’ (Lit. ‘She tossed her eye to my direction.’)
(c) ‘She looked between the two trees.’
(d) ‘She looked through the hole in the wall.’ (Lit. ‘She tossed her eye through the 

hole in the wall.’)
(e) ‘She looked into the hole in the wall.’

illé
eye.ao

(e) �ir�idd-ú
wall-gen.m

t’ullo
hole(gen.f.mod)

�iddo-ra
inside-all

It is not clear which typological pattern this construction should be analyzed as, 
but it is not a verb-framed pattern, given that the path occurs in non-main-verb 
constituents, specifically a locational noun and a case suffix, and the fact of visual 
perception is expressed with a combination of the verb for tossing as the main verb, 
which is not a path-of-motion verb, and its object noun phrase.

There are also two causative path-of-motion verbs whose connective converb 
form can precede the verb for tossing in this idiom to express a visual path; such 
constructions exhibit a pattern that is not verb-framed, as in (28) and (29) (see 
Cappelle, this volume, for seemingly similar but different examples in French, 
for example, lever les yeux ‘raise one’s eyes’, whose verb occurs as a main verb). 
When they take illé ‘eye (ao)’ as their object, these causative path-of-motion 
verbs cannot be used as a main verb, but require the verb for tossing as the main 
verb, which shares the same object illé, to form this idiom. All the data on this 
construction, where the use of neither verb of turning is possible, are restricted 
to the VIA vector.
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(28) íse illé dooɡó tais-ii-s-s-e tuɡ-ɡ-inó.
  3sg.m.nom eye.ao road.ao cross-ep-caus-3sg.f-cnn toss-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She looked across the road.’ (Lit. ‘She made her eye cross the road, and tossed 
her eye.’)

(29) íse illé hutt’-ú woro-o-nni
  3sg.m.nom eye.ao hedge-gen.m belowness-lv-ailm

luut’-i-siis-s-e tuɡ-ɡ-inó.
move.through.with.difficulty-ep-dbl.caus-3sg.f-cnn toss-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She looked through under the hedge.’ (Lit. ‘She made her eye move through 
under the hedge with difficulty, and tossed her eye.’

4. Analysis and discussion

4.1 Can visual emanation be conceptualized as a macro-event?

As shown in Section 3, for self-agentive/non-agentive motion and agentive motion, 
Sidaama predominantly exhibits the V-language pattern, in which the main verb 
and the converb or a subordinate verb express a path and a manner, respectively. 
However, this language does not follow this pattern in expressing visual emanation. 
A verb of looking cannot serve as a V1 of either multi-verb construction, whose 
verbs must have the same subject. If a verb of looking were a V1, and a path-of-mo-
tion verb were a V2, of the temporal sequence construction or the temporal overlap 
construction, the sentence would mean ‘The subject looked and (moved along a 
path)’ or ‘While the subject was looking, s/he (moved along a path)’, respectively. 
Unlike agentive motion, visual emanation cannot be expressed with the agentive 
version of either multi-verb construction. It is impossible to say anything like ‘The 
agent threw the visual probe into the house, and caused it to enter there’ or ‘The 
agent caused the visual probe to enter the house, throwing it there’ – as fictive mo-
tion, visual emanation is normally not expressed in such a palpable way. Moreover, 
unlike manner-of-motion and means-of-causation verbs, which express the fact 
of translational motion in addition to each type of co-event, verbs of looking nor-
mally do not express the occurrence of translational motion or any other motion 
component even in S-languages.

In addition to the fact that it is impossible to use a verb of looking as a V1 of 
either multi-verb construction, or to use a lexical item for the figure object due to 
the expression of visual emanation as fictive motion, there seems to be another 
conceivable fundamental reason that many V-languages do not exhibit their charac-
teristic pattern in expressing visual emanation. This type of event may possibly not 
be conceptualized as a motion macro-event with a path as its most core-schematic 
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component, whereas Talmy’s typology is built on such macro-event expression 
patterns; his typology therefore does not apply to this type of event.9

As mentioned in Section 2, according to Talmy (1991, 2000b), a macro-event, 
to which his typology of event integration applies, is made up of two major com-
ponents, a framing event and a co-event, as well as a support relation (e.g. manner 
or cause of motion, in the case of a motion event) of the co-event to the framing 
event. The framing event, which is the main event of a macro-event, constitutes the 
schematic component of the macro-event. It has a framing function relative to the 
macro-event, and possesses the properties discussed in Section 2.

In connection with the issue that the present study addresses, the question 
is whether or not visual emanation is conceptualized as a macro-event. The an-
swer would appear to be no. If visual emanation were at all conceptualized as a 
macro-event, its framing event would be visual perception, which is not a type of 
motion. The most important component of visual emanation is the visual percep-
tion, rather than the figure’s motion. Thus, when visual emanation is expressed, 
its component that is most relevant to the speech act of the sentence is not the 
path of visual emanation, but the visual perception. For example, if any of the 
sentences in (15)–(29) were negated, what is denied would be either the act of 
looking or both the act of looking and the path of visual emanation. The path of 
visual emanation alone cannot be denied. Therefore, visual emanation is not a 
type of event that can be conceptualized as a macro-event. It does not belong to 
motion or any of the other four event domains to which Talmy argues his typology 
of event integration applies.

4.2 Another type of case where V-languages can deviate 
from their characteristic pattern

There is another type of case where V-languages do not exhibit a verb-framed 
pattern. One reason for this again may also be that the expressed event is not con-
ceptualized as a macro-event.

It is often claimed that in V-languages, verbs for co-events in motion events 
(e.g. manner-of-motion verbs) cannot serve as main verbs that take a ground + 

9. A further possible reason seems to be that the types of paths involving a visual emanation 
event are highly restricted. The path is always highly schematic – it must be straight, and can 
never be a concrete path like a zigzag, a curved path, or a return path. This is likely to make the 
use of a verb unnecessary, i.e., it would make it possible to express the schematic path with a 
non-main-verb morpheme, namely, a closed-class form such as a case marker or a more or less 
grammaticalized path-of-motion verb as a converb.
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path phrase (i.e. a goal or source NP or PP) directly, but must be accompanied 
by a path-of-motion verb as a main verb (e.g. Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 655). 
However, a number of researchers have reported that in some V-languages, 
manner-of-motion verbs serving as main verbs can sometimes take a ground + 
path phrase, though this is never their major expression pattern. For example, Aske 
(1989: 3, 7) provides some sentences like those in (30)–(32) as counterexamples to 
the V-language properties of Spanish.

 (30) La botella flotó (a) hacia la cueva/(b) por el canal.
  ‘The bottle floated (a) toward the cave/(b) along/about the canal.’

 (31) La pelota rodó desde el tercer piso hasta el segundo.
  ‘The ball rolled from the third floor to the second floor.’

 (32) Juan caminó por/a-traves del tunel (a) dos horas/(b) ?*en dos horas.
  ‘Juan walked through the tunnel (a) for two hours/(b) in two hours.’

Aske ascribes this to atelicity in aspect – the ground + path phrases in (30)–(32) 
are atelic because they do not predicate an endpoint at any specific location on the 
path, and are incompatible with a telic temporal phrase such as en dos horas ‘in 
two hours’, as shown in (32b), though they are compatible with an atelic temporal 
phrase such as dos horas ‘for two hours’, as in (32a). Thus, Spanish manner-verb 
predicates are incompatible with a path phrase containing the preposition a ‘to’, de 
‘from/off ’, or para ‘to/for’, which is interpreted as telic only when the verb predicate 
is a path verb.

According to Aske (1989: 3), different types of verbs differ in the possibility of 
use in constructions like those in (30)–(32). Among Spanish manner verbs, “ac-
tivity/manner verbs that strongly imply motion” (correr ‘run’, nadar ‘swim’, rodar 
‘roll’, flotar ‘float’, arrastrar ‘drag’, empujar ‘push’) can be used as in (30)–(32). On 
the other hand, “verbs in which the manner of the activity is more salient” (cojear 
‘limp’, saltar ‘jump’) are less likely to be used in these constructions, and “verbs 
that do not imply motion” (e.g. ‘squeeze’, ‘twist’, ‘grab’) cannot be used in them 
(Aske 1989: 3).

On the other hand, Talmy (cited as p.c. in Slobin and Hoiting 1994: 498) and 
Slobin (1997, 2004) propose the so-called “boundary crossing constraint” on the use 
of manner verbs as main predicates in verb-framed languages – manner verbs cannot 
take a ground + path phrase when the figure object crosses a boundary, though some 
of them can take one when the figure object does not cross a boundary. According to 
Slobin and Hoiting (1994) and Slobin (1997, 2004), there are three types of boundary 
crossings, ‘enter’, ‘exit’, and ‘cross’, and when each type of boundary crossing occurs 
in the event to be described, manner verbs are under this constraint.
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However, neither hypothesis can explain why V-languages normally follow 
their characteristic pattern when they express an event of ascending/descending 
or moving around with no participating ground object mentioned, where the ver-
tically oriented or circular path is not bounded and does not involve boundary 
crossing, as in the Sidaama example in (33).

(33) íse dod-d-e dirr-i-t-inó.
  3sg.f.nom run-3sg.f-cnn descend-ep-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She ran down.’

Moreover, as shown in Section 4.3, in Sidaama, many co-event verbs (not only 
manner-of-motion verbs but also means-of-causation verbs) can take goal and 
source phrases, though, importantly, the types of events expressed with such con-
structions are not the same as those expressed using the V-language pattern.

Matsumoto (2003) proposes that in languages like Romance languages and 
Japanese, where the goal marker is also used as a locative marker, manner-of-mo-
tion verbs cannot take a goal complement because the goal/locative marker can 
be interpreted as expressing a goal with a translational motion verb (a path-of-
motion verb), but not with a manner-of-motion verb on the other hand, in other 
V-languages (e.g. Modern Hebrew), where the goal marker and the locative marker 
have different forms, manner-of-motion verbs can take a goal phrase. However, this 
does not seem sufficient to explain why there are cases where manner-of-motion 
verbs can take not only goal phrases but also source phrases in V-languages (e.g. 
Japanese: Eki kara aru-ita. [station abl walk-pst] ‘I walked from the station.’). 
Furthermore, in Sidaama, where the goal marker and the locative marker have dif-
ferent forms, and have the same form only when the noun is Modified (“modified 
by a noun modifier, accompanied by the possessive pronominal suffix, or both”, 
as mentioned in Section 3.1), manner-of-motion verbs can take a goal phrase. 
This type of construction, though acceptable, is considered to be not as good as 
the construction following the V-language pattern, and is used to express slightly 
different types of events compared to the latter. This subtle difference between the 
two constructions needs an explanation.

By examining cases in five languages where they use not only framing construc-
tions that are characteristic of their typological patterns, but also those that are not, 
Croft et al. (2010) argue that Talmy’s typology should not be regarded as a typology 
of language types, but should be revised to be a typology of construction types in 
languages, specifically the following construction types: verb-framing, symmetrical, 
satellite-framing, and double-framing (constructions that use both a verb and a 
satellite for a framing event). They further state that the symmetrical constructions 
have three subtypes: coordinate (e.g. coordination constructions as in Amele), serial 
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(e.g. serial verb constructions as in Mandarin), and compounding (e.g. Kiowa path 
+ deictic verb compounding). Thus, according to Croft et al., languages cannot be 
classified into one of the typological types; rather, it is the constructions that them-
selves show typological properties. They propose implicational relations between 
situation types and construction types. In their approach, the above construction 
types can be placed along a scale in order of decreasing integration: double-framing, 
satellite-framing < verb-framing, compounding < coordination. Motion events dif-
fer in the conceptual commonness of path (in order of decreasing commonness, 
‘into’/‘out of ’ < ‘across’ < ‘follow’), and the more common the path is, the more 
likely a more integrated construction is to be used. Motion events also differ in 
the typicality or naturalness of the integration of motion components (in order 
of decreasing typicality as a human figure’s manner of motion, ‘run’ < ‘crawl’ < 
‘float’), and the more typical the motion event is, the more likely a more integrated 
construction is to be used.

Although Croft et al.’s (2010) argument may apply to different types of motion 
and different types of construction types, they also are aware of, but do not analyze, 
cases where V-languages can use manner verbs (or more generally, verbs expressing 
co-events) as main verbs that take ground + path phrases. It is therefore not clear 
how their argument would be able to deal with such cases. As mentioned earlier, in 
Aske’s Spanish examples, the more typical the motion event, the more likely it is that 
Spanish will allow the satellite-framing construction to be used (“activity/manner 
verbs that strongly imply motion” are more likely to be used in the satellite-framing 
construction than “verbs in which the manner of the activity is more salient”, which 
are, in turn, more likely to be used in the satellite-framing construction than “verbs 
that do not imply motion” (Aske 1989: 3)). However, the Spanish examples where 
manner verbs can serve as main verbs that take ground + path phrases are limited 
to path types as in the paths in (30)–(32), and one would have to show that these 
path types, which seem likely to be expressed with more complex constructions 
across languages, are conceptually more common than bounded paths, includ-
ing paths involving boundary crossing, which do not allow Spanish to use the 
satellite-framing construction.

Moreover, Croft et al. do not seem able to explain why V-languages normally ex-
hibit their characteristic pattern for ascending and descending events, which seem 
to be conceptually common and a typical motion of a human figure. Furthermore, 
some of the examples in the languages that Croft et al. (2010) describe as deviations 
from their characteristic framing patterns (if Talmy’s typology were a typology of 
language types) are not examples of macro-events. Such examples include ‘The 
bottle entered the cave’, where no co-event is involved, and ‘I danced while I was 
crossing the street’, whose main event component is a manner of motion, rather 
than motion along a path.
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In fact, none of the hypotheses that have been proposed for the type of phe-
nomenon as in the Spanish examples in (30)–(32) seems able to adequately explain 
other phenomena; therefore, the apparent impossibility of such events to be con-
ceptualized as macro-events may be a plausible hypothesis.

4.3 Types of cases where Sidaama can deviate from the V-language pattern

As shown in Section 3.3, motion expressions in Sidaama predominantly display 
the V-language pattern, and the use of the multi-verb constructions is the most 
common way to express complex translational motion events. However, there are 
a few types of cases where this language does not follow the V-language pattern. In 
such cases, Sidaama can use two different constructions. In one, a manner-of-mo-
tion verb or a means-of-causation verb directly takes a complement for a path and 
a ground object, as in the Spanish examples (30)–(32). In the other, a connective 
converb form of a path-of-motion verb, for example, one of the verbs of turning 
(intransitive: hiɡ-, transitive: k’ol-), additionally occurs. In fact, these constructions 
are also used for visual emanation. Presumably, the use of these constructions for 
a certain type of event is possible because the event is not conceptualized as a 
macro-event. The types of events expressed in these constructions are different from 
those expressed in the temporal sequence and the temporal overlap constructions as 
used for macro-events. The present subsection deals with four types of cases where 
Sidaama does not follow the V-language pattern, but can use the two constructions 
mentioned above. In all of the examples in (34)–(39), although the path-of-motion 
verbs in parentheses are optional, it is more common to use them.

First, manner-of-motion verbs and means-of-causation verbs in Sidaama can 
take an expression for ‘toward, in the direction of …’ and ‘up to …’, preferably, 
though optionally, with one of the verbs of turning, as in (34) and (35). This is a 
phenomenon discussed in Section 4.2. Note that in (34) and (35), the path does not 
terminate at the goal, but is only directed toward the goal (wid-í-ra), or terminates 
just before or in the vicinity of the goal (ɡeešša).

(34) íse tulló-te wor-i
  3sg.f.nom mountain-gen.f bottom-gen.m.mod

wid-í-ra/ɡeešša (hiɡ-ɡ-e) dod-d-inó.
direction-gen.m.mod-all/degree turn-3sg.f-cnn run-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She ran in the direction of/up to the bottom of the mountain.’ (with hiɡ-ɡ-e: 
Lit. ‘She turned to the direction of/the degree of the bottom of the mountain, 
and ran.’)
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 (35) íse
3sg.f.nom

(a)

(b)

kaasé
ball.ao

�on�o’m-i-š-š-inó.
roll-ep-caus-3sg.f-d.prf.3

ol-t-inó.
throw-3sg.f-d.prf.3

(with k’ol-t-e: Lit. ‘She directed the ball to the direction of/the degree of the
gate, and (a) rolled/(b) threw.’)

‘She rolled/threw the ball in the direction of/up to the gate.’

waalč-ú
gate-gen.m

wid-í-ra/�eešša
direction-gen.m.mod-all/degree

(k’ol-t-e)
cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn

Second, the large majority of manner-of-motion verbs and means-of-causation 
verbs in Sidaama can take a goal-like phrase complement, as in (36) and (37). 
In this construction, the use of one of the verbs of turning is preferable, though 
optional. (This construction is impossible, however, with some manner-of-motion 
verbs: daak- ‘swim’, ɡaɡɡab- ‘stagger’, rak- ‘hurry’, muddam- ‘hurry’, sasafam- ‘hurry 
(often, in doing an unexpected activity)’, and the means-of-causation verb hiikk’- 
‘break (transitive)’.)10

(36) íse tulló-te wor-í-ra (hiɡ-ɡ-e).
  3sg.f.nom mountain-gen.f bottom-gen.m.mod-all turn-3sg.f-cnn

dod-d-inó.
run-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She ran toward the bottom of the mountain.’ (with hiɡ-ɡ-e: Lit. ‘She turned to 
the bottom of the mountain, and ran.’)

10. This seems to apply when the goal noun phrase contains a locational noun. When the goal 
noun phrase consists of only a noun, and does not contain a locational noun (e.g. min-í-ra 
[house-gen.m-all] ‘to the house’), a somewhat different set of manner-of-motion verbs cannot 
be used as main verbs: daak- ‘swim’, ɡaɡɡab- ‘stagger’, and ǰawaat- ‘hurry’. When the goal is 
expressed with a genitive noun phrase for an object and a clitic for a goal or location (‘to/at 
the location of …’), which makes it possible to treat the object to which the noun phrase refers 
like a location, yet a different set of manner-of-motion verbs cannot be used as main verbs: 
ɡonɡo’m- ‘roll’, daak- ‘swim’, ɡaɡɡab- ‘stagger’, din- ‘limp’, and lečč’i (lečč’i) y- ‘walk tiredly’ 
(kubb- ‘jump’ cannot either, unless it means jumping as a one-time action, rather than as a 
serious of actions). 
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 (37) íse
3sg.f.nom

(a)

(b)

kaasé
ball.ao

�on�o’m-i-š-š-inó
roll-ep-caus-3sg.f-d.prf.3

ol-t-inó.
throw-3sg.f-d.prf.3

(with k’ol-t-e: Lit. ‘She directed the ball to the inside of the hole, and (a)
rolled/(b) threw.’)

‘She rolled/threw the ball toward the inside of the hole.’

balé-te
hole-gen.f

�iddó-ra
inside-all

(k’ol-t-e)
cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn

(36) and (37) are possible only when the path is incomplete, in other words, the 
arrival of the figure object at the goal is not implied; thus, ‘toward’, rather than ‘to’, 
is used for the glosses for (36) and (37).

Third, many Sidaama manner-of-motion verbs (except for daak- ‘swim’, ǰawaat- 
‘hurry’, and winam- ‘hurry’) and means-of-causation verbs (except for hiikk’- ‘break 
(transitive)’) can take a source phrase complement, though the use of ka’- ‘start’ 
as a connective converb preceding the verb for a co-event is more common when 
expressing the same event. An example is given in (38). The construction without 
ka’- can be used only when expressing the path of the figure object’s departure from 
the source, and not to express a path along which the figure object travels after its 
departure from the source.

(38) íse tulló-te wor-í-nni (ka’-’-e)
  3sg.f.nom mountain-gen.f bottom-gen.m.mod-ailm start-3sg.f-cnn

dod-d-inó.
run-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She ran from the bottom of the mountain.’ (with ka’-’-e: Lit. ‘She started from 
the bottom of the mountain, and ran.’)

Fourth, for events involving a VIA path that is expressed with a locative noun 
phrase, a co-event may be expressed with a main verb, as in (39). A connective 
converb form of one of the verbs of turning commonly, though optionally, occurs 
in this construction. Regardless of whether or not one of the verbs of turning is 
used, the result of the co-event is not specified, though the co-event is completed. 
(The arrival of the ball on the other side of the hedge can be specified with the use 
of the causative form of another path verb as a main verb, e.g. ol-t-e sa-i-s-s-inó 
[throw-3sg.f-cnn pass-ep-caus-3sg.f-d.prf.3].)
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(39) íse kaasé hutt’-ú t’ullo ɡiddo-ó-nni
  3sg.f.nom ball.ao hedge-gen.m opening(gen.f.mod) inside-lv-ailm

(k’ol-t-e) ol-t-inó.
cause.to.turn-3sg.f-cnn throw-3sg.f-d.prf.3

  ‘She threw the ball through the opening in the hedge.’ (with k’ol-t-e:  
Lit. ‘She directed the ball through the opening in the hedge, and threw it.’)

In any of these cases, all of which S-languages would treat as macro-events, the 
figure object’s completion of its translational motion to, away from, or via the 
ground object, which would be the framing event of the complex motion event as 
a macro-event, is not the main issue. When Talmy’s definition of the ‘framing event’ 
component of a macro-event (see Section 4.1) is applied, it is the manner of motion 
or means of causation that is the most important component of each event. Thus, 
it is questionable whether such events are really what Talmy calls macro-events.

This applies more or less to at least a few other languages (e.g. Amharic, 
Tigrinya, Japanese), as far as I know. For example, the most important compo-
nents of the events described in the following Japanese expressions are not motion 
macro-events: eki kara aruku [station abl walk] ‘walk from the station’, kisi ni 
muka-tte oyogu [shore dla turn-cnn swim] ‘swim in the direction of the shore’, 
and booru o hito ni muke-te nageru [ball acc person dla direct-cnn throw] ‘throw 
a ball toward a person’.

The principle of salience of the manner of motion or means of causation in a mo-
tion expression in V-languages may be somewhat different from that in S-languages. 
In S-languages, the main verb (e.g. English I flew to Hawaii last month.) expresses 
event components (e.g. manner of motion) in a more backgrounded way than 
when they are expressed by an adverbial (e.g. I went by plane to Hawaii last month.) 
(Talmy 2000b: 128–133). This does not always seem to be the case in V-languages, 
whose manner-of-motion verbs and means-of-causation verbs normally do not 
serve to express motion along a path. In V-languages, manners of motion or means 
of causation may be more foregrounded when expressed by a main verb than when 
expressed by a non-main verb (e.g. a converb, an adverbial), because of a reverse 
principle (in which what is expressed by a main verb is more salient than what is 
expressed by a non-main-verb constituent), working for this type of language, and 
perhaps also partly because of the unusualness in V-languages of constructions 
with a manner of motion or means-of-causation verb appearing as the main verb.

As discussed in Section 4.2, Croft et al. (2010) argue that Talmy’s typology 
applies not to individual languages as a whole but to construction types in lan-
guages, because languages usually do not follow the same pattern consistently. As 
they argue, it may be the case that more integrated constructions tend to be used 
for events where motion components are more integrated, and the degree of the 
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integration of event components can depend on different factors. However, there 
seems to be another independent reason that V-languages can use satellite-framing 
constructions, and this may allow V-languages to disobey the principle regard-
ing the implicational relations between situation types and construction types. 
Events that look like macro-events seem to differ in whether or not they are really 
macro-events, and if not, how different they are from prototypical macro-events, 
and depending on this factor, the typological patterns may manifest differently. 
What remains to be investigated is whether this applies to co-events in motion 
events other than manners of motion and means of causation, and to semantic 
domains other than motion.

5. Conclusion

This chapter has pointed out that unlike self-agentive/non-agentive motion and 
agentive motion, visual emanation does not seem to be conceptualized as a macro- 
event, although macro-events are the focus of Talmy’s typology of event integration. 
It is conceivable that because of this, a language can express visual emanation very 
differently from self-agentive/non-agentive motion and agentive motion. Therefore, 
Talmy’s typology, which concerns how the main event and the co-event (e.g. man-
ner, cause) components are integrated into a macro-event, apparently does not 
apply to visual emanation: the most important component of visual emanation 
is the occurrence of visual perception, rather than the figure’s motion. Like vi-
sual emanation, some types of events that appear to be instances of self-agentive/
non-agentive motion and agentive motion but whose main event component is not 
the figure’s motion through space are, in fact, not macro-events, and a language can 
deviate from the verb-framed pattern when it expresses such events.

In sum, a possible reason that a verb-framed language like Sidaama does not 
follow the characteristic V-language pattern in expressing visual emanation is that 
visual emanation events are not actually macro-events.
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